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Let’s analyze the reasons Dr. Carmichael gives for preferring the Zeal
and TiUltra surfaces on NobelBiocare’s implants and abutments.
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When did you first find out about Xeal and TiUltra surfaces? What was it about
them that interested you?
With any new product, I always want to assess the scientific evidence before starting
non-research-based treatment with my patients. Some publications and preliminary
data on Xeal and TiUltra surfaces were published back in early 20191 and these were
really interesting to me. I started using them shortly after, in April 2019.
“I’m confident in the science behind this development, and early clinical
results are promising”
Below is a synopsis of the research results referenced by NobelBiocare to support its
claims of faster osseointegration and mucointegration. Pages 5-7 of my analysis of the
TiUltra/Zeal research

Dr. Carmichael has apparently bought into NobelBiocare’s marketing story
regarding the 4 different surfaces on the implant-abutment assembly. He “likes the
fact that they have been designed together for integration at all levels, so not just
osseointegration but also for soft tissue integration…..The Protective Layer also
keeps the surfaces pristine.” ANODIZATION IS NOT A PROTECTIVE LAYER?
What characteristics of these surfaces most interested you?
I also like the fact that they have been designed together for integration at all levels, so
not just osseointegration but also for soft tissue integration. Having read the research, I
appreciate how characteristics have been designed to benefit my patients in this respect:
it gives me confidence in achieving tissue integration, as well as maintaining soft tissue
height.
The Protective Layer also keeps the surfaces pristine, which is certainly something that I
appreciate and that I believe can benefit my patients.
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Dr. Carmichael sees the gold color of the abutments as a benefit in patients “with
thin biotypes who might be more susceptible to dark shadows.” Coloring the
abutments gold is nothing new in implant manufacturing but Dr. Carmichael cites
this as justification for “exclusively using abutments with the Xeal surface for all
[my] full-arch reconstructions, which include the All-on-4 treatment concept.”
Perhaps he has not noticed that the multi-unit abutments are not even visible under
a fixed-detachable prosthesis.
What do you think of the golden hue of Xeal and of the TiUltra collar?
I definitely see the benefits of this, particularly for patients with thin tissue biotypes who
might be more susceptible to dark shadows associated with grey machined implant and
abutment surfaces. The golden hue seems to help the implant appearance in these areas,
to make it more natural looking.
…now I’m exclusively using abutments with the Xeal surface for all my full-arch
reconstructions, which include the All-on-4® treatment concept….I have a lot of confidence
in the system to the point that I’m only using the Xeal Multi-unit Abutments.
If you want to take away the mystique of anodizing, watch this YouTube video showing
how locksmiths color titanium keys to diﬀerentiate one set from another. Anodizing
merely manipulates the oxide layer on the surface to give it the perception of color.

Video showing how a locksmith
anodizes keys diﬀerent colors

NobelBiocare claims that soft
tissue will attach better to the
gold anodized surfaces of its
“Xeal” abutments and bone
will attach faster to the gold
anodized necks of its “TiUltra”
implants. An anodized
titanium key cost $0.55 while
Nobel adds $21 for anodizing
the neck of its Implants.

